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Painted in 1889 while Van Gogh was in a sanatorium in Saint-Remy, France, Starry Nights is
among the artist's most significant works. Sixty-four blank pages are ready for whatever you wish
to record, from phone numbers to birthdays. Now you can bring this masterpiece with you all the
time with this compact notebook.
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Might as well get something useful to qualify for free shipping I added this little notebook to get free
shipping. The company is also great to cope with and that's why I'm composing this. It's small size is
ideal for portability. The aren't lined, which may throw some people off. Overall, a good purchase for
about a buck. Amazing little notebook for Gogh devotees! Bought this as a gift and she was thus
pleased to receive it! The book was in ideal condition and just small enough to transport around in
your bag or purse but not too small therefore its still great to write in or sketch in. And I believed it
will be a spiral laptop for some reason. Thank you! I like them These are adorable books. They are
little, can fit into the palm of your hands, and make great notepads for a purse or backpack. I will
more than likely be getting more when I'm a few dollars short on shipping. When Xmas comes
around they will make a great stocking stuffer. I was looking for a small blank notebook therefore i
ordered this one but it has less web pages than We was expecting. I'm composing this to inform
you of great company that is to offer with! I bought this notebook with additional items, including
shoes. Nonetheless it certainly may be used for that. I was unhappy with the shoes however, not
this item. I guess it's technically 64 in the event that you count front side and back. I'm pleased I
chose this and I know I'll utilize it.75”, possesses 64 blank pages. Would definitely recommend!
Great for to accomplish lists, drawing, take note taking, or simply anything really. Useful compact
notebook Very small and compact notebook with blank pages. Nice notebook but less pages than I
was expecting. Like the Van Gogh painting on leading, it is beautiful. Great value, great company! In
the description it said it was 64 pages but it really only has 32. The notebook is ideal for all art fans!
Also, I was expecting a harder cover like small journals frequently have but it's still a good notebook
and a good price. Small and Cute Van Gogh's Starry Night time NotebookPurchased this as a
carry along for quick notes when I'm on trips. It is an excellent quality little laptop. I couldn’t bear to
write in it, it looks so fine. Very Small When I opened my bundle and saw how small this "notebook"
was I laughed. To small Its a lot smaller then you think it will be Awesome small notebook It's just as
it says for product review perfect size laptop for my purse Great small book. This was an impulse
buy increase to an purchase I was already making and I'm glad I chose to get it! Starry Night is the
best Van Gogh, a much bigger canvas edition hangs above my bed. It's not much larger than my
hands and the inside is blank pages, no lines to create on. For all those curious its more on the
glossy side not a matte texture. Still a good quality picture of Starry Evening. Good little notebook I
like these little Dover notebooks and own several. This specific notebook features “Starry Night” by
Vincent Van Gogh on its cover. The laptop is very small, about 4.25 x 5. Please buy this item
because if any problem, they make it ideal. Good for composing reminder notes to yourself or could
be given as a little present to a skill lover. Cute A nice little notice pad to retain in your purse or
privately of your bed for jotting. Good little notebook Love my lil laptop! Art piece Appreciate the
artwork and independence to write your thoughts or creative Nice! Great affordable small gift Nice!
Great affordable small gift! I am pleased with the standard of the notebook considering it's low cost.
This little book is used as a screen on a coffee table of mine. The web pages are blank/unlined, but
the paper quality is better than I expected. I experienced to return shoes and for some reason, I
was also refunded for price of this notebook.
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